Current perspectives on natural killer cell education and tolerance: emerging roles for inhibitory receptors
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Abstract: Natural killer (NK) cells are regulated through the coordinated functions of activating and inhibitory receptors. These receptors can act during the initial engagement of an NK cell with a target cell, or in subsequent NK cell engagements to maintain tolerance. Notably, each individual possesses a sizable minority-population of NK cells that are devoid of inhibitory receptors that recognize the surrounding MHC class I (ie, self-MHC). Since these NK cells cannot perform conventional inhibition, they are rendered less responsive through the process of NK cell education (also known as licensing) in order to reduce the likelihood of auto-reactivity. This review will delineate current views on NK cell education, clarify various misconceptions about NK cell education, and, lastly, discuss the relevance of NK cell education in anti-cancer therapies.
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Introduction
Natural killer (NK) cells are finely tuned to their microenvironment, in particular the expression of MHC class I in their surroundings. MHC class I serves as a ligand for various inhibitory receptors that are expressed by NK cells. These inhibitory receptors include the killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR), which are expressed by human NK cells, as well as the non-structurally homologous (yet functionally similar) Ly49 receptors, which are expressed by mouse NK cells. Of significance, the emergence of Ly49 along with KIR serves as a textbook example of convergent evolution and highlights the recent development and importance of inhibitory receptors and their regulation. Although often overlooked, NKG2A is included among the aforementioned inhibitory receptors and functions to recognize non-classical MHC class I HLA-E in humans and Qa-1 in mice respectively. In the context of a potential immune synapse, engaged inhibitory receptors signal to promote the activity of phosphatases such as SHP-1. Activation of these phosphatases down-modulates NK cell activation through de-phosphorylation of phosphotyrosines on target proteins such as Vav-1, which plays a central role in determining NK cell cytotoxicity. Additionally, NK cell inhibition actively signals for the activation of Abl kinase for phosphorylation of the adaptor molecule Crk. Crk has dual roles both in the activation and inhibition of NK cell responses, but the phosphorylation of Crk results in the destabilization of the actin-reorganizing signaling scaffold of p130Cas, C3G and c-Cbl and may be a molecular mechanism that results in decreased immune cell activation including NK cells.
Findings that led to the realization of NK cell education

Paradoxically, although a sizeable minority of NK cells lack recognition of the surrounding MHC class I in mice and in humans, they are not hyper-functioning – in fact, they are hyporesponsive. How is it, then, that these NK cells are finely regulated so as to not overtly cause autoimmunity? A process known as NK cell education holds these NK cells in check. The principles of NK cell education have been an area of active research over the past decade; however, the foundation for NK cell education has been revealed through bits and pieces for much longer. In perhaps the first substantial observation, it was determined that NK cells from beta-2 microglobulin knockout mice do not reject beta-2 microglobulin knockout mouse-derived grafts. Later, in the landmark paper that coined the phrase “NK cell licensing”, it was demonstrated that functioning ITIM motifs in inhibitory receptors maintain optimal NK cell responsiveness. Shortly thereafter, the findings from mice were extended to humans with the observation that NK cells that express certain inhibitory receptors (KIR2DL1, KIR2DL2, KIR2DL3, KIR3DL1, and KIR2D) are generally more responsive than the NK cells that lack those particular inhibitory receptors; these findings are consistent with the principles set forth by NK cell education. Thus, over time, it has been revealed that, in addition to regulating NK cell function through conventional inhibition at immune synapses with target cells, inhibitory receptors, along with MHC class I, also condition NK cell responsiveness to subsequent encounters with target cells.

NK cell education is quantitative

Several groups have observed that NK cell education is quantitative. NK cells with a greater number of inhibitory receptors that recognize the surrounding MHC class I respond to stimuli better than NK cells with less recognition of the surrounding MHC. Individuals with increasingly diverse repertoires of MHC class I molecules have a greater potential for their NK cells to be more responsive. In this sense, there are gradations of educated NK cells within individuals, with some subsets of NK cells being more educated than others. Furthermore, the strength of affinity of an inhibitory receptor to its cognate MHC class I ligand also dictates the degree of enhanced responsiveness.

The education status of an NK cell is altered with changes in NK cell inhibitory receptor expression

In addition to being a quantitative process, NK cell education is a tunable process. In other words, individual NK cells can change to become more responsive or less responsive through education. The altered responsiveness that is imparted through education can come through altered inhibitory receptor expression on the NK cell. Inhibitory receptor expression changes as NK cells mature throughout their development. The current hypothesis for human NK cell development is that young NK cells are CD56bright NK cells that express NKG2A. CD56bright NK cells differentiate into CD56dim NK cells, which correspond subsequently with a progressive loss of NKG2A and gain in KIR. As CD56dim NK cells age, they diversify their expression of KIR. Even though the expression of the acquired KIR is stochastic, NK cells balance KIR and NKG2A expression and regulate KIR copy number to enable greater potential for education irrespective of the surrounding MHC class I microenvironment. In addition to inhibitory receptor expression changing throughout NK cell maturation, prolonged mitogen IL-2 or IL-15 stimulation of NK cells results in gained expression of NKG2A and KIR. The newly expressed NKG2A and KIR from IL-2 or IL-15 treatment functions in both inhibition and education. Thus, it is possible that inflammatory situations such as those induced naturally by infections or artificially to enhance anti-tumor efficacy could result in acquired NK cell responsiveness through newly gained inhibitory receptor expression. Nevertheless, this phenomenon has not been thoroughly evaluated as of yet.

NK cell education is reversible in response to changes in the surrounding MHC class I microenvironment

In addition to changes in inhibitory receptor expression, NK cells can have their education status altered in response to changes in their surrounding MHC class I microenvironment. The impact of changing the surrounding MHC class I microenvironment on the functionality of mature mouse NK cells was first demonstrated in adoptive transfer studies. The adoptive transfer of NK cells from MHC-competent mice to MHC-deficient mice resulted in a loss of NK cell functionality whereas the adoptive transfer of NK cells from MHC-deficient mice to MHC-competent mice resulted in a gain of NK cell functionality. The change of the NK cell’s surrounding MHC class I may seem to be more of an artifact in experimental systems like an MHC class I deficient mouse; however, NK cell responsiveness decreases in response to tumor microenvironments that exhibit decreased MHC class I expression. On the other hand, inflammation can increase
MHC class I expression, which may increase NK cell responsiveness through education. These concepts remain open areas of further research.

**Arming and disarming hypotheses**

It is commonly thought that NK cell education occurs through one of two mechanisms – either “arming” or “disarming”. These hypotheses have been thoroughly examined in several past reviews. It is possible that both mechanisms regulate education in different contexts, or at the very least, that the two concepts are not mutually exclusive. In the context of persistent inflammation, such as might be the case with tumors, the constant barrage of stress activating ligands may overwhelm NK cells to an extent that renders them less responsive. The sustained presence of activating ligands in transgenic or chimeric mice results in NK cell hypo responsiveness, but the decreased response in these mice is limited to the chronically engaged receptor, whereas education affects NK cell function globally. Receptor desensitization typically results in a loss of receptor expression, yet there is no evidence of decreased activating receptor expression on uneducated NK cells. It may be possible that intracellular signaling components are rendered less effective through the disarming hypothesis. Notably, NK cell-specific SHP-1 deletion resulted in globally hyporesponsive NK cells in one study and displayed surface receptor changes similar to uneducated NK cells. Additional studies are necessary though to see if there is misregulated SHP-1 in uneducated NK cells. The current burden of the arming hypothesis is to show that there is a proactive signaling pathway downstream of inhibitory receptors that enable better subsequent NK cell responsiveness. The phosphorylation of Abl kinase is a proactive target of inhibitory receptor signaling, but it remains to be addressed whether it has a role in promoting education. Conceptually, it is enticing to think that arming promotes education during NK cell development, when there is presumably a lack of surrounding inflammation.

**Proposed cell types that promote education**

It is currently disputed as to which cell types are important for presenting MHC class I in NK cell education, with some groups arguing for presentation by hematopoietic and others for presentation by non-hematopoietic cells. Another possibility exists as well, in which MHC class I on NK cells act in cis with inhibitory receptors to enable education. It is possible that each of these scenarios is biologically relevant and correct in different circumstances, given the differences in experimental set-up of the studies that described these mechanisms. It is enticing to speculate that non-hematopoietic cells could be important to maintain the education of NK cells during development, as these developing NK cells are also receiving survival cues through presented IL-15 from endothelial cells. Further, it is tempting to think that mature NK cells undergo continuing education by hematopoietic cells as both cell types reside in the blood. While it may be possible for murine Ly49 receptors on NK cells to act in cis with the same NK cell’s MHC class I for mouse NK cell education, it has yet to be shown that a similar cis interaction could occur between human KIR or NKG2A and HLA molecules.

**Molecular mechanism of NK cell education**

Lastly, the molecular mechanism of NK cell education has not been extensively examined. The most prominent idea in the field is that a unique actin-meshwork restricts the movements of activating receptors in uneducated but not in educated NK cells. It remains unknown, however, whether restriction of activating receptors in uneducated NK cells actually results in decreased functionality of the cells. Furthermore, it has not been fully established whether educated NK cells lack this unique actin meshwork. Therefore, elucidating the molecular mechanism of NK cell education is an important area of active research.

**Misconceptions of NK cell education**

Uneducated NK cells can become activated

While uneducated NK cells underperform in cytotoxicity and pro-inflammatory cytokine secretion relative to their more educated counterparts, uneducated NK cells are indeed capable of becoming activated. In fact, uneducated NK cells can perform better than educated NK cells in certain circumstances. For instance uneducated NK cells without inhibitory receptors lack inhibition when in contact with target cells that express MHC class I. Further, if MHC class I-expressing target cells are cancerous, then uneducated NK cells could prove to be beneficial towards their clearance. The uneducated NK cells could especially prove to be beneficial if provided with robust activating-receptor signals such as those achieved through the Fc receptor CD16. In potential clinical situations with antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) against certain lymphomas, uneducated but not educated NK cells eliminated MHC class I positive cancer cells. Uneducated NK cells also promote better mouse survival and...
viral clearance of MCMV. In a follow-up study, the situation may be more complicated in that somehow educated NK cells are more susceptible to the effects of suppressive T regulatory cells (Tregs). Regardless, uneducated NK cells can function in traditional NK cell roles and can out-do educated NK cells albeit only in certain contexts.

Not only are uneducated NK cells able to respond to activating stimuli, uneducated NK cells are actually not defective in all aspects of NK cell function. Most of the focus on NK cell activity in the context of NK cell education includes evaluation of the degranulation of lytic granules and intracellular expression of IFN-gamma. Such assays are fairly feasible through multi-parameter flow cytometry but do not address other aspects of cytotoxicity or actual secretion of multiple cytokines and chemokines let alone other non-traditional properties of NK cells. The full extent of NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity is a highly regulated process with multiple parameters. One such parameter that is an important aspect of NK cell cytotoxicity is NK cell lytic granule polarization. Lytic granule polarization is a complex orchestration of both microtubules and other cellular migration machinery such as GTPase Cdc42. Unlike lytic granule degranulation, NK cell education does not affect lytic granule polarization as the adhesion molecule LFA-1 function in promoting polarization is maintained. In fact, it appears that the greatest and perhaps only deficiency in uneducated NK cells is decreased signaling of activating receptors. The observation of decreased proximal signaling of activating receptors in uneducated NK cells has to date mostly been highlighted through calcium mobilization assays. In these studies, antibody-mediated cross-linking of the activating receptors in flow cytometry-based assays have provided insight that very early signaling events are disrupted in uneducated NK cells. It remains to be addressed as to the precise extent of these disrupted signaling pathways. For instance, is the hypo-respondiveness of uneducated NK cells due to decreased recruitment of signaling-related proteins to activating receptors, a failure of activating receptors to mobilize on the plasma membrane, or the product of activities similar to those observed with receptor desensitization?

Education is maintained after cytokine priming
Understanding NK cell education is difficult in that the most practical readout of education (ie, NK cell functionality) is regulated through several mechanisms that may be independent of one another. For instance, cytokine treatments or stimulations with materials such as the pattern recognition receptor ligand Poly I:C also enhance NK cell functionality but they have not been shown to “reverse” a lack of NK cell education. While it is true that cytokines such as IL-2, IL-15, or IL-12 and IL-18 enhance NK cell function, there is no evidence that these treatments undo the processes imparted by education. These cytokines promote both immediate and progressive alterations in NK cell biology to induce better activation. For instance, short-term treatment of NK cells with IL-2 promotes enhanced conjugation to target cells. Long-term treatment with IL-2 enables better calcium mobilization in all NK cells upon activation and eventual altered gene regulation in NK cells. NK cell education does not affect basal gene transcription for enhanced function. With prolonged treatment, it is likely that cytokines such as IL-2 or IL-15 could be altering education by inducing inhibitory receptor expression. In this manner, IL-2 or IL-15 could promote better education of NK cells through the principles of education. In terms of other types of stimulatory materials, Poly I:C actually further distinguishes educated NK cells from uneducated NK cells by enabling stronger NK cell responses from previously unstimulated mice in contrast to initial reports. Furthermore, Poly I:C primes NK cells indirectly through the transpresentation of IL-15 on activated dendritic cells (DC), thus connecting the two different stimulations for enhanced NK cell function. Similar to the idea regarding cytokine treatments, there may be misconceptions that strong responses through activating receptors such as those achieved through CD16 may overcome NK cell education deficiencies since uneducated NK cells can perform quite well in activities like ADCC and viral clearance. In fact, maximal ADCC responses require NK cell education. Additionally, educated NK cells can better regulate anti-viral responses in the absence of influencing Tregs. Again, the deficiencies of uneducated NK cells may be masked by stronger responses through activating receptors with a given stimulation, but it is likely that the educated NK cell will respond better than the uneducated NK cell to the stimulation. In other words, the process of education is not reversible through strong stimulation. Thus far, it has been demonstrated that education can only be reversed through altered surrounding MHC class I and NK cell inhibitory interactions.

Several inhibitory receptors promote education
KIR expression alone does not guarantee that human NK cells become educated. As mentioned earlier in this review, other receptors such as NKG2A also factor into the education of
NK cells. NKG2A is especially important in that its ligand HLA-E is more ubiquitously expressed than the major KIR ligand HLA-C. Additionally, almost all CD56bright NK cells and often half or more CD56dim NK cells express NKG2A. Also, in situations of inflammation like those with production of IFN-gamma, HLA-E expression is elevated. Furthermore, the nonconventional MHC class I molecule H2-M3 expressed on B cells also functions as an educating ligand of Ly49A+ NK cells in mice. It is possible that several other types of inhibitory receptor-ligand interactions will be discovered to have roles in NK cell education. Although it is not disputed among those that study NK cell education, it may be a misconception for some in the greater scientific community that the simple expression of any given KIR would guarantee better responsiveness through education. While perhaps informative when the particular HLA expression of an individual is unknown, qualifying an NK cell as educated simply based on the single expression of KIR2DL1, KIR2DL2, KIR2DL3, or KIR3DL1 alone is insufficient. KIR specifically recognize certain HLA molecule types and that recognition enables KIR-mediated education. KIR expression is stochastic, with some individuals completely lacking NK cells that express a particular KIR even though it may be an educating KIR on the basis of the individual’s HLA type. Furthermore, it is likely that a substantial percentage of individuals have a majority of their NK cells lacking education obtained through KIR expression. A last comment concerning KIR and education, KIR can be activating in addition to inhibitory. In order to educate an NK cell, the KIR must be of the inhibitory variety. NK cells that express certain activating KIR, such as KIR2DS1, actually demonstrate less functionally in HLA-matching HLA-C type 2-carrying individuals despite also expressing the educating inhibitory KIR2DL1 compared to KIR2DS1-negative NK cell populations. It may be that KIR2DS1 in these HLA-C type 2-carrying individuals contributes in the disarming of NK cells that leads to their decreased responsiveness.

Educated and uneducated NK cells may have separate and unique functions

Finally, an intriguing idea is that uneducated NK cells could serve a totally different role in the immune system than educated NK cells. In particular, it is interesting to consider the potential differences between educated and uneducated NK cells in influencing the adaptive immune system. Murphy et al have reported for a role of uneducated NK cells in influencing the adaptive immune system. Murphy et al further extended these results to human NK cells and found similar findings to what they observed from their mouse studies. This ability of educated NK cells to kill activated T cells is in agreement with the emerging idea that NK cells can regulate the survival of T cells and, in turn, determine the outcome of diseases. Interestingly, activated educated NK cells can also aid DC maturation. Thus, educated and uneducated NK cells may have different roles in promoting the adaptive immune response.

The application of NK cell education in anti-cancer immunotherapies

There has already been substantial progress in the clinical application of NK cells in anti-cancer immunotherapies, despite only recent advancements toward understanding education. In general, NK cells have potent anti-tumor activities, especially with regard to leukemia. In a highly influential clinical study, T cell-depleted hematopoietic cell transplantation for treatment of myeloid leukemia displayed superior efficacy from donors who possessed NK cells that were mismatch with the recipients’ HLA type. Several groups have made strides toward understanding the applicability of NK cells in cancer. It is highly recommended that their progress be read about in their thought provoking reviews.

Since NK cell education is reversible, altering the education status of NK cells is an attractive option for anti-cancer immunotherapy. Currently, many anti-cancer immunotherapies target the cytolytic potential of NK cells through cytokine treatments or through antibody-mediated blockade of inhibitory receptors. While the use of mitogenic cytokines such as IL-2 or IL-15 does enhance the cytolytic potential of NK cells, these cytokines also induce changes in inhibitory receptor expression of both KIR and NKG2A. Equally as important as altered KIR expression is the acquired expression of NKG2A following cytokine treatment, which could have serious implications on the activity of the delivered NK cells. If the tumor that is being considered for clearance expresses HLA, it will most certainly also express the non-classical HLA as well. In terms of antibody-mediated alteration of NK cell functionality, there is currently an emphasis on disrupting KIR-mediated inhibition. Antibody-mediated blockade of inhibitory receptors like KIR2DL1/2/3 with human mAb 1-7F9 is being...
investigated as an immunomodulator in cancer.91 The purpose of this blockade is to reduce conventional inhibition, but it is unknown how this treatment may affect education and result in decreased functionality over time. It is also interesting to consider increasing KIR or NKG2A expression on NK cells through mRNA transfection to potentially enable NK cells to become more educated. mRNA-transfection of NK cells is particularly intriguing because it is highly efficient in inducing the expression of the new proteins; varying the amount of mRNA delivered to cells results in precise expression of the protein.94 Furthermore, since there is no genetic manipulation, there is no concern that genetic information has integrated into the patient’s genome. Ideally, transfection of NK cells to express a protein that is important in NK cell education (but not in conventional inhibition) would be ideal. Such a manipulation would allow for enhanced functionality without the drawbacks of potential inhibition. More basic science research is necessary to understand if such a protein (or other types of molecules) exists or could be modulated for immunotherapy.

There are several intriguing avenues to apply the principles of NK cell education in the development of anti-cancer therapies. The current application of NK cell harnesses the conventional cytolytic capacity of NK cells in killing tumor cells. Nevertheless, there is increasing evidence that NK cells can kill T cells,73–75 which may complicate immune responses to tumors. A comprehensive evaluation of this possibility is required in future studies. Furthermore, NK cell control of cancer appears to be best during the early stages of cancer cell neoplasia, prior to further tumor development and metastasis.83 While prophylactic intervention works to prevent tumor development in mouse models, the anti-tumor therapies for humans are often considered well after these early stages. Rather than relying on the cytolytic potential of NK cells in the direct control of tumor cells, it may be possible to harness the ability of NK cells to augment productive anti-tumor directed T cells.86,87 NK cells can induce DC maturation,88–90 prime CD8+ T cells,91,92 and directly skew T helper cell differentiation to the IFN-γ producing Th1 phenotype.93–96 Initiating and enhancing Th1 polarization and T cell-mediated cytotoxicity have proven efficacy in anti-tumor responses. Work from Murphy et al suggests that uneducated NK cells can also participate in the maintenance of the adaptive response. Additionally, since the tumor microenvironment is plagued with suppressive Tregs, and educated NK cells are more greatly affected by Tregs than uneducated NK cells, it is certainly possible to consider the role of uneducated NK cells in addition to educated NK cells.

Fundamental information about NK cell education is necessary for optimal immunotherapy. For starters, it is unknown how long education persists from the last inhibitory receptor and HLA interaction. Additionally, there is a need for more human studies to determine which cell types allow for productive HLA engagements with NK cell inhibitory receptors during education. Notably, these parameters may be different between hematopoietic cell transplantation and adoptive transfer of mature NK cells, due to differences in location and timing. Understanding the steps required for the re-education of NK cells will provide for better anti-cancer immunotherapies.

**Conclusion**

The future of NK cell research is wide-open and promising. Understanding the complexity of these cells and their relevance in immunotherapies is pertinent to improving human health. Harnessing the capabilities of NK cells to become more or less responsive, and to function in different activities to augment the immune response is at the forefront. Nevertheless, there are also gains to be made from studying the basic science of NK cells, including NK cell education. For instance, the exact mechanism behind NK cell education remains to be determined but is of importance to fully exploit the anti-tumor potential of NK cells. Additionally, the identities of the ligands responsible for some critical activating receptors of NK cells are disputed whereas others still remain a mystery. Lastly, there needs to be a better understanding of how inhibitory receptors like KIR signal in both conventional inhibition and in education. For instance, what are the related signaling proteins associated with their function? Are these proteins the same between inhibition of immune synapse formation during activation and those necessary to promote education? It is also intriguing to consider the antigen-specific memory97,98 and adaptive-like99,100 capabilities of NK cells in concert with education to better NK cell therapies. A better understanding of the fundamentals of NK cell biology will surely promote better immunotherapies in cancer.
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